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Spot resin trading was solid and healthy volume changed hands as
strong demand returned following a short-lived slow down at the end
of the previous week when buyers paused to watch energy and monomer markets give back much of their recent and huge gains. This past
week was busy from the start, there was a very steady flow of buy
orders that were well spread amongst processors and resellers, and
seemed to be driven more by normal seasonal demand rather than fear
buying like earlier in the month. However, spot resin availability still
remained constrained and aside from easy dealings supplied from our
market making inventories, it took extra effort to uncover relatively
well-priced resin to complete other transactions.
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Prime PE and PP railcars were fairly scarce in the spot market so good
offgrade resins were sought, lifting the bottom part of the pricing
spectrum. However, our Prime Polyethylene and Polypropylene prices remained unchanged on the week, as they had already advanced in
anticipation of price increases implementing in March. Polypropylene
contracts will gain somewhere in the vicinity of $.07-.09/lb, in line
with the imminent increase in PGP contracts. While the jury is still out
on the $.04/lb PE increase, it is starting to seem likely to finally take
hold on its third try of 2022. Producers have been digging in and even
nominated a fresh April PE increase of $.06/lb (on average) to add to
the upward pricing pressure.
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Resin for Sale 15,609,164 lbs

Resin

Total lbs

Spot Range
Low

High

TPE Market
Bid

Ask

HDPE - Blow

2,658,164

$ 0.770

$ 0.890

$

0.790

$ 0.840

LDPE - Film

2,540,508

$ 0.830

$ 0.940

$

0.850

$ 0.900

PP Homo - Inj

2,307,588

$ 0.900

$ 1.050

$

0.900

$ 1.000

HDPE - Inj

2,292,784

$ 0.750

$ 0.880

$

0.790

$ 0.840

PP Copo - Inj

2,055,312

$ 0.960

$ 1.180

$

1.000

$ 1.100

LLDPE - Film

1,404,668

$ 0.840

$ 0.950

$

0.820

$ 0.870

HMWPE - Film

1,014,116

$ 0.720

$ 0.780

$

0.720

$ 0.770

LLDPE - Inj

749,564

$ 0.850

$ 0.930

$

0.830

$ 0.880

LDPE - Inj

586,460

$ 0.890

$ 0.950

$

0.870

$ 0.920

The major energy markets were mixed as Crude Oil finished with its
second weekly loss in a row, while Nat Gas rebounded a bit. Crude
futures traded in a volatile 15% range during the week, alongside
mixed supply/demand concerns as traders avoided Russian barrels,
while profit taking from 14-year highs a couple of weeks earlier continued, and fresh demand concerns emerged in light of surging
COVID-19 cases in China again. The Crude Oil complex established the week’s high early Monday, barely above the previous Friday close, only to see both WTI and Brent fall below the $100/bbl
mark the following day before rebounding on Thursday and Friday.
Apr WTI topped out at $109.72/bbl on Monday and then dropped a
sizable $16.19/bbl to the week’s low of $93.53/bbl on Tuesday, before
working its way back to close at $104.70/bbl on Friday for a weekly
loss of $4.63/bbl (-4.2%). May Brent saw similar action during the
week and settled Friday at $107.93/bbl for a weekly decline of $4.74/
bbl (-4.2%).
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Nat Gas futures jumped around too as warmer weather conditions
pressured the market lower early in the week before traders shifted
their focus to the Russia/Ukraine conflict and its impact to global gas
supplies. Apr Nat Gas opened the week under pressure and tumbled to
a low of $4.459/mmBtu on Tuesday before rebounding roughly $.54/
mmBtu to barely pierce above $5.00/mmBtu on Thursday. Apr Nat
Gas finished Friday at $4.863/mmBtu, up nearly $.14/mmBtu
(2.9%) on the week. NGL prices followed the mixed direction with
Ethane up fractionally to $.422/gal ($.178/lb), while Propane came
down nearly $.04/gal to $1.41/gal ($.398/lb), just two-weeks removed
from its 8-year high.
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Spot monomer prices came off for a second straight week with both
Ethylene and Polymer Grade Propylene (PGP) pressured lower; trading was heavily active as markets followed direction from Energy
futures. After taking a back seat to PGP last week, Ethylene
reemerged to take a slight lead on market interest. Monday began
with March and May Ethylene both finding new homes in Louisiana
(LA) at $.30/lb, before March LA Ethylene chunked off $.04/lb later
in the day, trading two more times at $.26/lb. LA Ethylene then
bounced back 2-cents on Tuesday to $.28/lb. TX Ethylene trading was
thin through Friday and eventually settled slightly above $.30/lb, a
weekly loss of nearly $.035/lb. In forward month trading, April delivery exchanged hands at $.30/lb, while 2Q and 4Q deliveries were finalized at $.2975/lb and $.2875/lb, respectively. Deferred months saw
smaller losses as the curve dipped below the $.30s/lb into the high
$.20s/lb through December and into 2023.
March PGP saw early action and transacted Monday at $.68/lb, and
while trader interest remained throughout the week, no additional
dealings were seen concluded. By Friday, March PGP settled just below $.68/lb, down $.025/lb for the week. April PGP also moved lower
and ended Friday at $.65/lb with a net loss of $.036/lb. Forward
month trading was more active, with Q2 material selling a total of five
times midweek at $.61/lb. Q3 material traded twice on Monday at
$.665/lb, and Q4 traded at $.60/lb on Wednesday. The forward curve
saw a significant narrowing with deferred months dropping into the
low $.60s/lb through end-year and into the high $.50s/lb into late
2023.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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March PGP traded as high as $.75/lb early in the month, but current
spot PGP levels indicate an upcoming March PGP contract increase of
roughly $.08/lb. As a reminder Feb PGP settled up $.06/lb to $.62/lb.
Polyethylene trading and volumes tapered off some, but sustained vigorous demand kept pricing for all commodity grades lofty at the highest levels of the year so far. LDPE and LLDPE were the primary movers for a second straight week, followed by HDPE Blow Mold; however, supply remains very constrained, especially LDPE Film and Injection and LLDPE Film where few fresh cars have been made available to the spot market and trader inventories remain very thin. Despite
the limited resin availability, warehouses remained packed due to
logistical challenges and even though robust export demand remains,
there is very limited ship space to move incremental material offshore.
North American PE producers also seem content keeping operating
rates high and building inventories rather than inundate the market
with surplus supply. As we have previously suggested, they will eventually need to figure out a way to move more material export, especially as new production capacity is on track to come online during the
year. In the meantime, producers are building on the moderate upward momentum and are unwavered in their collective push for a March price increase
of $.04/lb, which is now likely to implement and have come out in full force for an additional increase in April with initiatives averaging $.06/lb and as
high as $.07/lb.
It was another solid week for Polypropylene trading, not record setting, but a wide range of deals were completed. The downward retracement in PGP
may have limited the increase in March PP contracts away from double digits, but supplies remained tight enough to fend off any spot price erosion.
Strong demand for most grades kept PP prices elevated at 2022 highs with our matched orders still largely dependent on availability of material as most
buyers were price takers. CoPP was our main mover, while HoPP trading volumes eased, a reversal of activity from a week earlier. As Crude Oil retreated in the first half of the week, PP offers improved slightly, facilitating some Prime transactions. With feedstock and energy rebounding in the back half
of the week, PP demand was met with fewer Prime offers and at elevated prices, and as a result, more offgrade transacted late in the week. With PP inventories balanced to tight and lack of a safety valve in timely imports to supplement the market, prices will continue to fluctuate with energy and feedstock prices, and likely see even more sensitivity should those markets move to the upside. We would not be surprised to see producers also announce a
margin enhancing increase, but in the meantime March PP contracts are likely to see a strong single digit cost-push increase of about $.08/lb, following
direction in PGP this past month, despite the two-week downtrend in spot levels.
Be sure to follow us on LinkedIn for daily news updates!
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs.
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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